KNBC Custom Clothing Guide
KNBC is happy to offer its members the opportunity to purchase custom clothing and accessories manufactured by Champion System.

kanata-nepean bicycle club
Order frequency
Orders are usually placed twice a year. There are minimum quantities to be met, so we consolidate orders until we
have enough to place a manufacturing order.

JERSEYS:
Champion System has introduced new styles of clothing this
year, with fewer options but with a greater variety of fabrics
and price points.
from
$48

TECH is the basic product, available in their traditional CS Tech
jersey fabric or their Airlite summer jersey fabric. There is even
a “Lite” jersey model made in a lightweight fabric for a very
competitive price.

from
$47

PERFORMANCE is the next step up - see the fabric guide and
the features comparison below.
APEX is the top of the line, designed primarily for competitive
athletes.

Champion System Models:
The Cycling jersey models and price points are
determined primarily by the mix of fabrics used
to construct the garment:

from
$62

Tech
Lite

Model :

$48

Price:
Full Zipper
3 rear pockets
Zipper pocket

Tech
Pro Summer
$74
$68

Performance
Pro Summer
$101
$95

Apex
Pro Summer Aero
$138 $146 $156

Zipper Garage
Flatlock stitching
Reflective pocket zip
Silicone grip front
Silicone grip rear
Silicone grip sleeve

BIB AND CLASSIC SHORTS:
As jerseys, shorts are available in different price points, but most popular are the “Tech” shorts.
Tech shorts are made from “CS Contour” fabric, 17% Lycra, 83% Polyester. Chamois is 4-way stretch contoured
foam pad. Legs have elastic grippers at hems. Bib style has mesh straps and an I-pod pocket.

CLASSIC SHORTS: $76

BIB SHORTS: $88

WINDGUARD JACKET ($72)
Full zip, “pit” zips, drawstring hem, elastic
cuffs, large rear zip pocket, wind stop and
water resistant fabric.

WINDGUARD VEST ($58)
Full zip, wind stop and water resistant
fabric, mesh back for ventilation. No
pockets.

ACCESSORIES
Caps and gloves are available to order along with a “main order”
meeting minimum quantity of 10 jerseys or shorts in any combination. When we order gloves or caps with a “main order”, we
need to order a minimum of 5 caps or 5 pairs of gloves. Caps
are $14, gloves are $29.

How to Order
If you would like to order some custom KNBC clothing, simply send an e-mail saying what you’d like to:

clothing@KNBC.ca
A club representative will respond and help you select the items and sizes, and give an estimate of when
the order would be filled.
Orders are usually placed in spring, late April, for June delivery, and in the fall, in November, to take advantage of the usual Champion System “sale” at that time of year.
Size charts are available at:
champ-sys.ca/custom/cycling/size-chart
Notices will be placed in the weekly KNBC newsletter “Bike Shorts” giving a deadline for your order to be
submitted, to be inlcuded in the next club clothing order.

